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Conclusions from AFNOR Certification following APP audit reports for the EU 
Ecolabel “copying and graphic paper” 

 
 
Memo : 

- In its report dated March 2010, FERN calls into question only the supply of Pindo Deli 
regarding fibre sourcing; 

 
- The certification only concerns two references: Golden Plus and Lucky Boss. Audits 

and commitments from Pindo Deli regarding compliance with the European eco-label 
"copying and graphic paper" concern only those two references; 

 
- The European Ecolabel criteria are regularly reviewed in audit and compliance has 

been checked (emissions, energy, chemicals). This is the reason why these points are 
not included in this document, but  are subject to an audit report in its own; 

 
- 10% certified fibre in the paper have been proven: since APP can not be FSC certified 

for their plantations (because post-1994), APP has always bought certified pulp for 
certified products, the remaining fibers were subject to a detailed presentation by APP 
before the audit of admission, to check that the fibers came from plantation forest, 
whose management procedures are in compliance with the forest management 
program administered by the Indonesian Government; 

 
 
- The visit of the auditors in 2010 was the subject of two audit reports, a report of 

compliance with the European eco-label, and a report on forest management following 
the FERN report: 

 
o Reminder on the criterion: The origins of virgin fibres shall be indicated with 

sufficient precision to allow, where appropriate, checks to be carried out that 
the virgin fibres are from sustainably managed forests …/… For those virgin 
wood fibres from forests that are not certified as being from sustainably 
managed forests, the applicant shall provide the appropriate declarations, 
charter, code of conduct or statement, verifying that the above requirements 
are met. 

 
 

o Audit Report for the European Ecolabel “Copying and graphic paper”: the 
principle of the report regarding compliance with the requirements of the eco-
label is to highlight the points that do not comply, based on the fact that what 
is not mentioned in the report is considered to conform. The report following 
the audit in 2010 showed no deviation uncorrected, allowing to rule on 
compliance with the European Ecolabel criterion. 

 
o Audit Report "Legality, Forest management, Chain of custody"  (from 20 to 

25/09/2010): the goal was "to carry out checks to verify that the virgin fibre 
effectively come from forests managed under the principles of sustainable 
management" following the questioning by FERN 

 
The purpose of this document paper is to consider criterion 3 and step by step, to 
validate compliance with the requirements within the limits of what may validate 
audits. 
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3. Fibres — sustainable forest management (Commission Decision of 4 September 
2002) 
 
Fibres may be wood fibres, or recycled fibres from recovered paper, or other cellulose fibres. 
Fibres from paper mill broke shall not be considered as recycled fibres. 
 
The fibres are derived from wood fibre 
 
_________ 
 
At least 10 % of virgin wood fibres from forests shall come from forests that are certified as 
being managed so as to implement the principles and measures aimed at ensuring 
sustainable forest management. 
 
At least 10% of pulps contain fibres from certified forests, these pulps are purchased. The 
local fibers are fibers from IKPP and LPPPI. The percentage of local pulp is 88%, so there is 
12% certified fiber, with one exception: Chilean pulp which includes 75% certified fiber and 
that the rate is 20% (75% of 20% = 15%). 
 
FSC or PEFC CoC Certificates were provided for each supplier of pulp. The audit validated 
by checking invoices or documents related to the delivery that the pulp was made up of fibers 
from certified forests. 
_________________________ 
 
The remaining virgin wood fibres from forests shall come from forests that are managed so 
as to implement the principles and measures aimed at ensuring sustainable forest 
management. 
The origin of all virgin fibres used shall be indicated. 
In Europe, the principles and measures referred to above shall at least correspond to those 
of the Pan-European Operational Level Guidelines for Sustainable Forest Management, as 
endorsed by the Lisbon Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests in Europe (2 to 4 
June 1998). Outside Europe they shall at least correspond to the UNCED Forest Principles 
(Rio de Janeiro, June 1992) and, where applicable, to the criteria or guidelines for 
sustainable forest management as adopted under the respective international and regional 
initiatives (ITTO, Montreal Process, Tarapoto Process, UNEP/FAO Dry-Zone Africa 
Initiative). 
 
The fibres come from local plantation forest that has been subject to the audit from 20 to 
25/09/10 - "Legality, Forest Management, Chain of custody". There are two sources of pulp: 

- IKPP (Indah Kiat Pulp & Paper) - Acacias ECF 
- LPPPI (lontar Papyrus Pulp & Paper Industry) Acacias ECF 

 
Note: These two plants have a certificate of "non-controversial wood manufacturing" (SGS). 
 
_________________________ 
 
Corrective actions were required for items to be corrected which have been supplied 
for review, and which will also be reviewed during the next audit (October 2011). 
The items to be corrected do not call into question the legality of the fiber source and 
the sustainable forest management.  
 
 


